Kate:The Making of a Modern Queen tells the amazing true story of how an
apparently ordinary young woman from an ordinary family became destined to
be a future Queen of England.
Kate Middleton was born 33 years ago in comparatively modest circumstances. Since that
time both she and her family have prospered enormously – so much so that she is married to
a future King of England and she herself will be both a Queen and the mother of a son who
will himself be King of England..
Kate has fitted in with the royal family well and has achieved the respect of all of William’s
relations – not least from the Queen and Prince Philip. She has an extremely good
relationship with Harry and indeed with all of the royal family. The Middleton family could
not be more different from the royal family - although they share its values. This is exactly
what William wanted and needed. He needed a continuation of his royal life but one that
was both more attractive and arguably more “bearable”.
The film describes the birth of George and Charlotte and covers the life that William and
Kate share together now. We see Kate fulfilling many royal engagements and the excitement
that she attracts whenever she appears in public. This she shares with her late mother-in-law,
Diana. The film however notes that what Kate offers is marital stability - whereas the life of
Charles and Diana was anything but stable. Kate is very much fit to be a queen.
For the royal family itself, the fact that William’s wife is not an aristocrat offers the chance of
continuing the easier relationship with its people that the royal family that Diana started.
Kate:The Making of a Modern Queen combines remarkable footage and expert
testimony to build up an evocative portrayal of Kate’s life. Kate:The Making of a
Modern Queen, with its original perspective and its comprehensive footage, is the
42nd in the remarkable series of internationally successful programmes made by
Odyssey Television.
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